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ABSTRACT In this paper, we analyze the two-node joint clock synchronization and ranging problem. We
focus on the case of nodes that employ time-to-digital converters to determine the range between them
precisely. This specific design choice leads to a sawtooth model for the captured signal, which has not
been studied before from an estimation theoretic standpoint. In the study of this model, we recover the
basic conclusion of a well-known article by Freris, Graham, and Kumar in clock synchronization. More
importantly, we discover a surprising identifiability result on the sawtooth signal model: noise improves the
theoretical condition of the estimation of the phase and offset parameters. To complete our study, we provide
performance references for joint clock synchronization and ranging using the sawtooth signal model by
presenting an exhaustive simulation study on basic estimation strategies under different realistic conditions.
With our contributions in this paper, we enable further research in the estimation of sawtooth signal models
and pave the path towards their industrial use for clock synchronization and ranging.
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INDEX TERMS Clock synchronization, ranging, identifiability, sawtooth model, sensor networks, round-trip
time (RTT).

I. INTRODUCTION28

Clock synchronization across a deployed network is a per-29

vasive and long-standing challenge [1]–[6]. Furthermore,30

new-generation technologies each require more accurate syn-31

chronization. To name a few, i) in cellular communications,32

synchronization between base stations through a backhaul33

channel is fundamental to maintain frame alignment and per-34

mit handover among neighboring cells, and has been iden-35

tified as a crucial requirement for distributed beamforming,36

interference alignment, and user positioning [7], [8], ii) in37

radio-imaging technology [9], accurate clock synchroniza-38

tion between the sparse chips that form an array is criti-39

cal, and, in active-sensing 3-dimensional cases [10], [11], it40

results in low-cost wide-aperture ultra-short ultra-wideband41

(UWB) pulses, increasing both the angular and depth reso- 42

lutions of the captured images, iii) in wireless sensor net- 43

works [12], [13], synchronization is critical to data-fusion, 44

channel-sharing, coordinated scheduling [14], [15], and dis- 45

tributed control [2] and iv) in distributed database solutions 46

that provide external consistency, clock synchronization ac- 47

curacy regulates latency, throughput, and performance [5]. 48

Consequently with this wide range of application, theo- 49

retical insights on the fundamental limitations of clock syn- 50

chronization over networks are likely to incite radical inno- 51

vations in a number of fields. In [16], Freris, Graham, and 52

Kumar established the fundamental limitations of the clock 53

synchronization problem in an idealized scenario. Particu- 54

larly, given a network of nodes with noise-less affine clocks 55
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ABSTRACT

Clock synchronization and ranging over a wireless network with low
communication overhead is a challenging goal with tremendous im-
pact. In this paper, we study the use of time-to-digital converters
in wireless sensors, which provides clock synchronization and rang-
ing at negligible communication overhead through a sawtooth signal
model for round trip times between two nodes. In particular, we de-
rive Cramér-Rao lower bounds for a linearitzation of the sawtooth
signal model, and we thoroughly evaluate simple estimation tech-
niques by simulation, giving clear and concise performance refer-
ences for this technology.

Index Terms— Clock synchronization, ranging, wireless sensor
networks (WSN), round-trip time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Time-to-digital converters (TDC) are independently clocked, low-
power, highly accurate time measurement devices. Incorporating
TDCs in the design of wireless sensors provides very accurate rang-
ing information from basic round trip time (RTT) measurement pro-
tocols [1]. Such a scheme has been used to devise reliable and cost-
efficient systems for indoor localization [2]. A similar scheme, in-
troduced in [3], uses an improved RTT protocol to address clock
synchronization across a deployed network. This approach is ex-
tensively analyzed in [4], both practically and theoretically. Clock
synchronization becomes possible due to the presence of two differ-
ent clock speeds within each wireless sensor, i.e., that of the sensor
and that of its TDC. The resulting RTT measurements follow a saw-
tooth signal model [3], which, under realistic assumptions, leads to
the identifiability of the clock synchronization and ranging parame-
ters [4]. In this paper, we provide performance references for the use
of this technology to synchronize two nodes in a wireless network,
which will benefit both engineers that use it and researchers studying
the estimation of sawtooth signal models.

Clock synchronization in wireless sensor networks has been
studied extensively from a variety of perspectives [5–13]. Most
studies focus on global synchronization performance through a
network based on some form of time-stamped message exchange.
Some of these target specific objectives, e.g., a fast consensus across
the network [6, 11] or energy efficiency [9, 10], but communication
overhead due to the arguably unnecessary exchange of time stamps

The first author performed the work while at the KTH Royal Institute
of Technology. Contact authors, pol.delaguilapla@epfl.ch and
pellaco@kth.se.

This work was supported by the SRA ICT TNG project “Privacy-
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is usually disregarded. However, several works [3, 4, 8, 12, 14]
have reported that two-way message exchanges without time stamps
have the potential to substantially lower communication overhead
while still providing accurate synchronization. Our study provides
performance references on the synchronization accuracy of two
TDC-equipped sensors in a WSN that exchange messages without
time stamps, reducing communication overhead and obtaining re-
markable performance in ranging and frequency synchronization
(errors under 0.1 cm and 1 ppb of the clock frequency).

2. SAWTOOTH MODEL AND CRAMÉR-RAO LOWER
BOUNDS

An empirical study run by our group [3] revealed that with a specific
measurement protocol (see [3] and [4]), the RTTs Y [n] measured
between two sensors with TDCs, which we nameM and S, follow
the sawtooth signal model, i.e.,

Y [n] = α+W [n] + ψmod1(βn+ γ + V [n]) , (1)

where W [n] and V [n] are noise processes, which are assumed to
be white, independent, zero-mean Gaussian processes with standard
deviations σv and σw, respectively. Here, α, ψ, β and γ are the
generic sawtooth model parameters, for offset, amplitude, normal-
ized frequency, and phase. In [4], we show that under simple model-
ing assumptions, whenM measures RTTs to and from S, it obtains

Y [n] = δ↔ + δ0 +W [n] + TSH[n], where (2)

H[n] = 1−mod1

[
Tsfdn+

δ→
TS

+
φS
2π

+ V [n]

]
.

Here, δ0 [s] is a known delay introduced by S, δ↔ ≈ 2ρ/c [s] is the
transmission time of each message back and forth, which we assume
to be the result of two identic delays, δ→ = δ←, and where ρ [m]
is the range betweenM and S and c [m/s] is the speed of light in
the communication medium. Further, TS [s] (unknown byM) and
TM [s] (known byM, measured through its TDC) are, respectively,
the clock periods of S andM, while fd = 1/TS−1/TM [Hz] is the
difference between their frequencies, and Ts = KTM is the known
time between two consecutive measurements. Finally, φS [rad] is
the unknown phase of S’s clock when φM = 0 rad is assumed.

In [4], we show that (2) is an identifiable model, i.e., that the
distribution of the data contains enough information to singularly
identify these parameters. Nonetheless, the likelihood function is
not differentiable everywhere. This violates the assumptions of the
Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for the mean square error (MSE)
of unbiased estimators, hindering our objective of providing per-
formance references for the estimation of the model’s parameters.
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ABSTRACT In this paper, we analyze the two-node joint clock synchronization and ranging problem. We
focus on the case of nodes that employ time-to-digital converters to determine the range between them
precisely. This specific design choice leads to a sawtooth model for the captured signal, which has not
been studied before from an estimation theoretic standpoint. In the study of this model, we recover the
basic conclusion of a well-known article by Freris, Graham, and Kumar in clock synchronization. More
importantly, we discover a surprising identifiability result on the sawtooth signal model: noise improves the
theoretical condition of the estimation of the phase and offset parameters. To complete our study, we provide
performance references for joint clock synchronization and ranging using the sawtooth signal model by
presenting an exhaustive simulation study on basic estimation strategies under different realistic conditions.
With our contributions in this paper, we enable further research in the estimation of sawtooth signal models
and pave the path towards their industrial use for clock synchronization and ranging.
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I. INTRODUCTION28

Clock synchronization across a deployed network is a per-29

vasive and long-standing challenge [1]–[6]. Furthermore,30

new-generation technologies each require more accurate syn-31

chronization. To name a few, i) in cellular communications,32

synchronization between base stations through a backhaul33

channel is fundamental to maintain frame alignment and per-34

mit handover among neighboring cells, and has been iden-35

tified as a crucial requirement for distributed beamforming,36

interference alignment, and user positioning [7], [8], ii) in37

radio-imaging technology [9], accurate clock synchroniza-38

tion between the sparse chips that form an array is criti-39

cal, and, in active-sensing 3-dimensional cases [10], [11], it40

results in low-cost wide-aperture ultra-short ultra-wideband41

(UWB) pulses, increasing both the angular and depth reso- 42

lutions of the captured images, iii) in wireless sensor net- 43

works [12], [13], synchronization is critical to data-fusion, 44

channel-sharing, coordinated scheduling [14], [15], and dis- 45

tributed control [2] and iv) in distributed database solutions 46

that provide external consistency, clock synchronization ac- 47

curacy regulates latency, throughput, and performance [5]. 48

Consequently with this wide range of application, theo- 49

retical insights on the fundamental limitations of clock syn- 50

chronization over networks are likely to incite radical inno- 51

vations in a number of fields. In [16], Freris, Graham, and 52
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I Dependence of σ2 on fd = 1
TS −

1
TM (but that is covered by standard results)
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Estimation - Periodogram and correlation peaks (PCP)

Y [n] = α + W [n] + ψmod1(βn + γ + V [n]) , with ψ < 0 known when β is known

I Estimate |β| as the highest peak in the periodogram of the L− 1-times
zero-padded, zero-mean data, i.e., ˆ|β| = arg maxk |DFTNL (ỹ [n]) [k]|2/(NL)
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I Estimate the sign of β by the largest correlation and the phase γ from the index
at which it happens, i.e., γ̂ = mod1(β̂nopt)

I Estimate ψ through its known relation with β, and α by the closed-form minimum
prediction mean squared error solution assuming β̂, ψ̂ and γ̂ are correct, i.e.,

α̂β̂,γ̂ =
N−1∑
n=0

y [n]−
N−1∑
m=0

ψ̂β̂ mod1
[
β̂m + γ̂

]
.



Estimation - Grid Search, either local (LGS), or global (GGS)
Define a grid G × B in

[
−1

2 ,
1
2
)
× [0, 1), and estimate the point in the grid that

minimizes the prediction mean squared error, i.e.,

min
(β,γ)∈G×B

{N−1∑
n=0

(
y [n]− α̂β,γ − ψ̂β mod1[βn + γ]

)2
}
,

where α̂β,γ is the closed form solution as above, and ψ̂β is the known amplitude given
the frequency.

I G × B can be chosen global, resulting on a very irregular function landscape
I or local, around the result of PCP, where smoother behavior is expected and

better estimates are likely due to a finer gridding if the PCP was close to the right
solution
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Empirical results
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ABSTRACT

Clock synchronization and ranging over a wireless network with low
communication overhead is a challenging goal with tremendous im-
pact. In this paper, we study the use of time-to-digital converters
in wireless sensors, which provides clock synchronization and rang-
ing at negligible communication overhead through a sawtooth signal
model for round trip times between two nodes. In particular, we de-
rive Cramér-Rao lower bounds for a linearitzation of the sawtooth
signal model, and we thoroughly evaluate simple estimation tech-
niques by simulation, giving clear and concise performance refer-
ences for this technology.

Index Terms— Clock synchronization, ranging, wireless sensor
networks (WSN), round-trip time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Time-to-digital converters (TDC) are independently clocked, low-
power, highly accurate time measurement devices. Incorporating
TDCs in the design of wireless sensors provides very accurate rang-
ing information from basic round trip time (RTT) measurement pro-
tocols [1]. Such a scheme has been used to devise reliable and cost-
efficient systems for indoor localization [2]. A similar scheme, in-
troduced in [3], uses an improved RTT protocol to address clock
synchronization across a deployed network. This approach is ex-
tensively analyzed in [4], both practically and theoretically. Clock
synchronization becomes possible due to the presence of two differ-
ent clock speeds within each wireless sensor, i.e., that of the sensor
and that of its TDC. The resulting RTT measurements follow a saw-
tooth signal model [3], which, under realistic assumptions, leads to
the identifiability of the clock synchronization and ranging parame-
ters [4]. In this paper, we provide performance references for the use
of this technology to synchronize two nodes in a wireless network,
which will benefit both engineers that use it and researchers studying
the estimation of sawtooth signal models.

Clock synchronization in wireless sensor networks has been
studied extensively from a variety of perspectives [5–13]. Most
studies focus on global synchronization performance through a
network based on some form of time-stamped message exchange.
Some of these target specific objectives, e.g., a fast consensus across
the network [6, 11] or energy efficiency [9, 10], but communication
overhead due to the arguably unnecessary exchange of time stamps
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of Technology. Contact authors, pol.delaguilapla@epfl.ch and
pellaco@kth.se.

This work was supported by the SRA ICT TNG project “Privacy-
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is usually disregarded. However, several works [3, 4, 8, 12, 14]
have reported that two-way message exchanges without time stamps
have the potential to substantially lower communication overhead
while still providing accurate synchronization. Our study provides
performance references on the synchronization accuracy of two
TDC-equipped sensors in a WSN that exchange messages without
time stamps, reducing communication overhead and obtaining re-
markable performance in ranging and frequency synchronization
(errors under 0.1 cm and 1 ppb of the clock frequency).

2. SAWTOOTH MODEL AND CRAMÉR-RAO LOWER
BOUNDS

An empirical study run by our group [3] revealed that with a specific
measurement protocol (see [3] and [4]), the RTTs Y [n] measured
between two sensors with TDCs, which we nameM and S, follow
the sawtooth signal model, i.e.,

Y [n] = α+W [n] + ψmod1(βn+ γ + V [n]) , (1)

where W [n] and V [n] are noise processes, which are assumed to
be white, independent, zero-mean Gaussian processes with standard
deviations σv and σw, respectively. Here, α, ψ, β and γ are the
generic sawtooth model parameters, for offset, amplitude, normal-
ized frequency, and phase. In [4], we show that under simple model-
ing assumptions, whenM measures RTTs to and from S, it obtains

Y [n] = δ↔ + δ0 +W [n] + TSH[n], where (2)

H[n] = 1−mod1

[
Tsfdn+

δ→
TS

+
φS
2π

+ V [n]

]
.

Here, δ0 [s] is a known delay introduced by S, δ↔ ≈ 2ρ/c [s] is the
transmission time of each message back and forth, which we assume
to be the result of two identic delays, δ→ = δ←, and where ρ [m]
is the range betweenM and S and c [m/s] is the speed of light in
the communication medium. Further, TS [s] (unknown byM) and
TM [s] (known byM, measured through its TDC) are, respectively,
the clock periods of S andM, while fd = 1/TS−1/TM [Hz] is the
difference between their frequencies, and Ts = KTM is the known
time between two consecutive measurements. Finally, φS [rad] is
the unknown phase of S’s clock when φM = 0 rad is assumed.

In [4], we show that (2) is an identifiable model, i.e., that the
distribution of the data contains enough information to singularly
identify these parameters. Nonetheless, the likelihood function is
not differentiable everywhere. This violates the assumptions of the
Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for the mean square error (MSE)
of unbiased estimators, hindering our objective of providing per-
formance references for the estimation of the model’s parameters.
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